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A: Noise

and Noise

Control

Contributed Papers
AI. The Use of Binaural Tape Recording in Automotive
Noise Problems. DAVID C. APPS, General Motors Proving
Ground, Milford, Mi•higan.--For several months a binaural
magnetic tape recorderhas been usedin automotive quieting
tests. Various conditions are compared by playback of the
recordingsto a jury wearing binaural headphones.Becauseof
the greatly improved realism obtained, smaller differences
may be resolved than heretofore possiblewith a monaural
system. A considerablepart of the improved rcallsm is due to
the reduction of the bass emphasis usually observed when a
mortaural recording system is used for interior car noise. The
equipment will be available for a demonstration of 2 channel
vs 1-channel playback on typical recordings, using 2-phone

expressthe effect of frequency.It is possibleto get a simple
damagerisk criterion,if onemakesthe followingassumptions:
(1) that hearingdamagefor thosewho work in noisyenvironment is a progressiveauditory fatigue phenomenon,(2) that
the fatigue is the same function of the stimulus in the inner
ear for all frequencies,and (3) the sensationlevel is a similar
function of the stimulus in the inner ear for all frequencies.
The damageis, on this hypothesis,simply a function of the
sensationlevel and varies with frequency in the same manner.
Fletcher's calculation of the energy levels in the fluid near the
basSistmembrane as a function of sound pressureand fre-

quencyt supportsthis theory.This analysisleadsto the setting
up of equal loudnesscontours for broad-band noise which
headsets.
correspondto hearingdamagecontours.Such curvesexplain
for the first time the 4000 cps "notch" in the audiogramsof
A2. Noise Characteristics from Axial Flow Compressors- industrial workers. Researchdata taken from a survey of
OSMa.
N I•. MAWARDI, Acoustics Laboratory, Massachusells
Institute of Technology,Cambridge,Massachusetts.*--Theconventional methods of design of axial flow compressorsusually
considerthe lossesintroduced by the generation of noiseto be
of negligible magnitudes and therefore ignore them entirely
in a study of compressors.As a result, there is scant information on the relation between the noise level and the performance properties of compressors.In the present paper an
attempt is made at working out the basis of a method of
evaluation of the noise characteristics from compressors.
The method makesconsiderableuse of the experimentalfind-

ings of Beranekand Rudmoseton noisedue to airplane propellers.The analysispresentedhere considersthe noiseto be
generatedby a number of point sourcesof equal magnitudes
but of random phase. The resultant intensity level of these
point sources(presumedto be located at the tip of the compressor blades) is calculated on a statistical basis. The expected noise level is given as a function of blade tip speed,
clearance between blades and stator case, number of blades
and the power expendedin driving the compressor.
* This research was supported in part by an ONR contract (N5ori-07861).
* L. L. Betarick and H. Wayne Rudrnose, J. Aeoust. Soe. Am. 19, 357
094•).

industrial noise serve to establish two octave band curves

whichtentativelyappearto bracketthe regionfor damagerisk
for daily exposureover many years to a steady state noise
environment.When the noiseexceeds100 sonesin any octave
band, long exposuredefinitelyappearsto be damaging.When
the noisedoesnot exceed50 sonesin any octaveband, there
appearsto be very little dangerof hearingdamageeven after
many years of working day exposure. These conclusionsare
supportedby the few data available in the literature. Evalua-

tion of clinicaldata, which have not yet beendisclosed
by
industrialaudiologists
and otologists,
shouldmakeit possible
to confirmand moresharplydefinethe damagerisk levels.
• H. Fletcher, J. Acoust. Sac. Am. 24, 129. (1952).

A5. Tentative Criteria for Noise Control Design. WALTER
ROSENBLITH,
LEO L. BERANIgK,
RICIIARDH. BOLT,ROBERT
B. NEWMAN,JORDANJ. BARUCH,AND SAMUELLABATE,Bolt
Beranek and Nezoman, Cambridge,Massachusetts.--Presented

in this paper is a set of criteria that have beendevelopedand
applied on numerousnoisecontrol problems.A wide rangeof
confirmatory evidenceand experienceshas led us to view these

criteriawith someconfidence,
althoughwe recognizethat they
are subject to modification on the basis of additional data
which are continuingto accumulate.An essentialfeature of the

A3. Aerodynamic Noise and the Estimation of Noise in
criteriais that they incorporatea specification
of frequencydeA/rcraft. O. R. ROGERS
A•D R. F. COOK,Wright Air Develop- pendence(usuallyexpressed
by octavebands)as well as overment Center, Dayton, Ohio.--Nolse resulting from the flow of all soundpressurelevel. Tentative criterion curvesare preair over the fuselageof an airplane has been investigated and
found to dependprincipally on approximately the fifth power
of the indicated air speed.The resultingempericalrelation of
noiselevel to airspeedis found to be quite usefulin estimating
the noise in the frequency range above 600 cps, for airplanes
varying widely in size,shape,and methodof propulsion.From
this relation a method has also beenevolved for making rough
estimates of the weight of acousticalinsulation necessaryto
reducethe noisein airplanesto a predeterminedlevel.

sentedfor: (a) risk of permanentdamageto the hearing
mechanismunder habitual exposure'
to (i) continuousspectrum noisesand (ii) singlefrequencycomponents;(b) speech
communication
conditionsin termsof percentage
intelligibility,
voice level, distancebetweentalkers,and type of vocabulary;
(c) risk of annoyanceto residentialareas as dependenton
type and previousnoiseconditioningof the community,daytime *s nighttime exposure,and the time pattern of the
exposure.Emphasisis laid on the importanceof interpreting

thesecriteriain the light of the inherentvariabilityamong
A4. Preliminary Estimate of a HearLug Damage Risk
individuals in their responsesto noisestimuli.
Criterion for Steady State Noise. HOWARDC. HARD'/, Armour
ResearchFoundationof Illinois Instituteof Technology,
Chicago,
A6. Propagationof Sound in a Water Spray Muffler.
Illinois.--Much

of the lack of correlation

between

noise level

and hearingdamageis becauseof unsatisfactorytheorieswhich
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testing facilities, water sprays are installed in the exhaust tory experimentsto yield generalizedperformancecharacpipingto coolthe exhaustgasesto temperatureswhich will not teristics.Someresultssoobtainedaregivenfor (a) uniformly
damage the walls of the pipe. The water sprays appreciably spacedabsorptivebaffleswithin and parallel to the air stream
alter the character of the sound propagation through the overa rangeof bafflethicknesses
and separations,
(b) absorppiping. The present paper discussesthe dependenceof the tively lined sectionsof ducts,and (c) right-anglebendswith
attenuation of sound on such characteristic parametersof the
water-spray muffler as its geometry, the amount of air circulated, the quantity of water sprayed, and the average sizesof
the water droplets in the air stream. The attenuation of sound
in the muffler is found to be due mainly to viscous lossesin
the boundary layer between water droplets and air. The
theory discusseddemonstratesthat in order to achieve maximum sound attenuation through such a muffler there are
optimum conditions as to quantity of water used and the

absorptive lining facing the incident sound. Illustrative of the

generalization,the data on bendsare fitted to a singlecurve
plotted against the ratio of duct width to wavelengthwith
good agreementwhere the absorptive lining satisfiescertain
scalingrestrictions.
* The work reported here was performed collaboratively by Richard H.
Bolt, Leo L. Beranek, Robert B. Newman, Jordan J. Barucb, Samuel
Labate, Wilson Nolle, Henry Lang, and Adone C. Pietrasanta.

methodof its injectioninto the air stream.Thfi relative

A8. Noise Controlfor Eight- by Six-FootSupersonic
Wind
Tunnel. L. L. BERANEK,S. LABATE,R. H. BOLT, R. B.
NEWMAN,AND U. INGARDBolt
,
Bernrickand Newman, Camwater droplets.
bridge,Massachusetts,
ANI) E. T. MARSU,H. R. Mtr•L, AND
J. C. EvvAm), National AdvisoryCommittee
for Aeronautics,
A7. SomeData on the Performance'ofSoundAttenuating Cleveland,
Ohio.--The noiseproducedby a largeexperimental
Treatments. SAMUEL LABATE, Bolt Betarick and Newman,*
supersonicwindtunnelin which a shockwave was employed
Cambridge, Massachuse#s.--An attempt has been made to to producehighwind velocitiesand in whicha jet enginewas
velocity of the air stream to that of the injected water must
lie within a critical range in order to fix the average size of the

obtain reliable information on the intrinsic performance of
sound attenuating treatments used in the air flow passages
(stacks,ducts, tunnels) of test cellsand other aircraft engine
test facilities.The apparent performancein a particular installation may be influencedby flanking transmissionthrough the
surroundingstructure, by standing waves within the cell, by
reflectionsat the endsof the treated section,by the radiation
pattern at the exit, and by the spectralcharacteristicsof the

operating was sufficient to disturb residents of Cleveland

noise source for the measurements.

ent baffles and two lined bends. The resultant acoustic muffler

These

effects must

be

assessedseparately if one is to obtain valid data on the attenuation

value

of the treatment

itself.

One can then corre-

late measurementsfrom many installations and from labora-

within five miles during after-midnight operationsearly in
1950.The disturbingnoiseextendedfrom 5 cpsto 8000 eps.
Componentsbetween4 and 20 cpswere reducedby a seriesof
resonators.Componentsbetween 20 and 700 cps were reducedby a set of six parallel lined ducts properlychosenin
sizeand lined accordingto charts of P.M. Morse. Above 700
cps,the reductionwas providedby a seriesof parallelabsorbrendersthe noiseunobjectionableeven in nearby officebuildings, without affecting significantly the aerodynamic performance

of the windtunnel.

SessionB. PsychoAcousticsand Hearing
Contributed Papers
B1. The Space-TimePatternsof the CochlearMicrophonic fluid in a small pipette that entersscalavestibuli of the third
in Guinea Pig. I. TASA•rl, H. DAVIS, Am) J.-P. LEGOmX,
Central Institutefor the Deaf,* St. Louis, Missouri.--Two or
three pairsof nichromesteelelectrodes(20•) are insertedinto
each of two or three turns of the cochleaof guinea pig. One
electrodeof eachpair is in scalatympani, oneis scalavestibuli.
Such "differential" leads record nearly pure cochlear microphonicsfrom segmentsof the cochlearpartition only about
I mm long.Low tonesevokemicrophonics
from all four turns;
but as the frequencyis increased(holdingthe responsefrom

turn through a hole in the bony shell.
* Work

done under contract

N6onr-272

with

the ONR.

B2. Effect of Different Types of Electrodes in Electrophonic Hearing. GORDONFLOTTO•?, Psycho-AcousticLaboratory, Harvard University,Cambridge,Massachusetts
(Research
Fellow of Norwegian Council for Research, Oslo University,
Norway).--What Stevens• has called the electrophoniceffect,
i.e., the sensationof hearing due to an electriccurrent passed
the basalturn constantby adjustingthe intensityof sound), throughthe head, was first observedby Volta in 1800,and for
the microphonicceases,first at the apieal turn, then at the many yearsit was thoughtto be a singlephenomenonhavinga
third turn, and finally at the secondturn. The normal space single cause. Jones, Stevens, and Lurie• showed that at least
patternfor each frequencyas revealed by its cochlearmicro- three different kinds of sensation, involvlng three separate
phonic is a long plateau rising slowly from the basal end but mechanisms,may result from electric currents applied to the
with a much more abrupt fall toward the apex. The locusof head, but it now appears that electrophonichearing is even
this abrupt fall is characteristic for each frequency. The more complicated than they supposed. Depending upon the
space-timepattern of an acoustic signal is a decelerating kind of electrodesystem employed, a sinusoidalelectric current
traveling wave movingfrom basetoward apex. The velocity gives rise to at least five phenomena. (1) Electrode immersed
of a 500-cyclewave falls from about 70 m/sec in the basalturn in salt solution in the ear (the most common method). The
to about 2 m/see near the hellcotrema. These electrical patsubject hears a complex tone, containing mostly second harterns are in generalagreementwith the mechanicalpatterns monic, suggestingthe action of a square-lawtransducer.(2)
describedby Bdkdsy.
Electrode in contact with the epidermisof the meatus. The
The space and space-timepatterns remain normal even subject hears the first harmonic, and at low frequencieshe
whenlargesections
havebeenremovedfromthe bonyshellof may also hear a noise.(3) Electrodeon the mucoustissueinthe second
turn, overbothscalavestibuliand scalatympani. side the middle ear (with the eardrum removed).The subject
The traveling wave still originatesin the basalturn evenwhen hears the first harmonic and/or a noise. (4) Large-area electhe cochlea is stimulated by sound transmitted through the trode on the skin, any place on the head. Provided the skin is
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dry the subject hears the secondharmonic; if it is wet, he
hearsnothing. (5) Moving electrodeon the skin or on the roof
of the mouth (fricative effect). This givesthe strongestsensation of hearing. The subject hearseither the first harmonicor
the first and secondharmonics,or the secondharmonicalone,
dependingupon the applied voltage and upon the placement

increasingnoiseof maskingcurvesobtained from such ears.
In casesdisplayingrecruitmentrecession
wasrelativelyrapid,
althoughnot completein somecases.A pure tone-to-speech

and the propertiesof the electrode.The experimentalresults seemto indicate that the hearing of a tone under any
of these five conditionsis probably due to vibrations set up

type of loss and (2) the subject'sunfamiliarity with the
quietnessof audiometrictest rooms.This ratio is expectedto
differentiatespeechlosses
asto theirauditoryor extra-auditory
origin. From the resultsof speechtests,the "SocialAdequacy

perception ratio was established between the three audiometer

frequencieswithin the speechrange and the level of the 50
percent spondeescore.Correctionswere applied for (1) the

outsidethe cochlea,although there appearsto be at least four
different transducing mechanisms.Contrary to earlier hy- Index for Hearing" in noisewas evaluated in the same manner
pothesesthe tympanic membrane is apparently not involved customarily used under quiet conditions.Adjustment of the
in the conversion of the electrical energy into mechanical test resultswas necessitated
becauseof the narrowingof the
vibration.
"UsefulAuditory Area" inducedby noise.The SAI frequently
S.S. Stevens, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 8, 191-195 (1937).
Jones. Stevens, and Lurie. J. Acoust, Soc. Am. 12, 281-290 (1940).

increasedbut in somecasesdecreasedwith noise,indicating
the relativehearingefficiencyin noiseof deafenedsubjects.

BS. Antibioticsand the Cochlea.JOSEPHE. HAWKINS,JR.,
Merck Institutefor TherapeuticResearch,
Rahway,New Jersey.
--Electrophysiological
studyof the ototoxiceffectsof streptomycin in the cat has shown that prolongedtreatment with
large dosesof the antibiotic may causevarying degreesof
depressionof the microphonicresponseof the cochlea,with
or without comparable reduction in the amplitude of the
response
of the auditory nerve.Hydroxystreptomycinexhibits
this specifictoxicity in a much higher degree, while certain
preparationsof neomycincauserapid and completelossof the

B7. Perceptionof Speechby Deafened Listenersand Its
Relation to the Design of Hearing Aids. HARVEYFLETCHEE,

functions of both the microphonic mechanism and of the

and hisassociates.
The calculatedand observedresultsagree

ColumbiaUniversity,New York, New York.--This paperdescribesa method of calculating the articulation scoreswhich

a talker-listener
pair will obtainin termsof the response
of the
hearingaid, the audiogram(both boneand air) of the listener,
and talking level of the talker, and the proficiencyfactor of
the talker-listener pair. This method was usedto calculate the

articulation scoresfor all the talker-listenerpairs and the six
kindsof hearingaidsusedin the testat Harvardmadeby Davis

nerve. Commercialdihydrostreptomycin,on the other hand, within the experimentalerror. The philosophyunderlyingthe
usuallymusesan enhancementof the microphonicresponse methodof calculationis usedto predict the ideal type of
and, at the sametime, depression
and splinteringof the action responseto be used by a deafened listener. It leads to the
potential patterns of the nerve. The nature of the ototoxic
followingsimplerule. The idealresponse
R in db gain at any
actionand its significance
for the studyof auditoryphysiology frequencyis given by R = it,t-- ]ttB-{-at, where t• is the hearare discussed.

B4. New Types of Ear Wardens. J. ZWISLOCK•,PsychoAcousticLaboratory,Harvard University,Cambridge,Massachusetts.
(ResearchFellow).--On the basisof experiencewith
previousmodels,new ear wardenshave been developedin an
effort to improvethe intelllgibilityof speechheardthroughthe
wardensand the protectionof the hearingof the wearer, and
to provide him with maximum comfort. One of thesewardens

attenuatesthe wholefrequencyrangeimportant for hearing,
one servesas a low pass filter. The choice between them depends upon the characteristics of the noise encountered and

ing lossby air conduction•B
, is hearinglossby boneconduction, and at is the over-allgain (samefor all frequencies)to
bringthe speech
levelat the listener's
earto itsoptimumvalue.
If the valuesof ftx---•fla at the threefrequencies
500, 1000,
and 2000chsare examinedand the averageof the two highest
valuescalled /•2, then the maximumvalue of at is given by
at(max)=52-•:. The optimum gain at is, in general,less
than at(max), and soa meansof Iowe[ingthe gainin the set
must be provided.When at(max) calculatesto be negative,
then the optimumgain at is equal to at(max). Thesegains
are all with referenceto a speaker100 cm from the listener,
and speakingso that his averagelevel at the listener'sear is

the activity of the wearer.Experimentshave beencarriedout 66 db. If the speakermovesfarther away or talks softer, then
to assess
the protectionaffordedundera variety of conditions it is counted a negative gain or a loss. If he movescloseror
in both industrial and military situations.
talks louderit is countedas a gain.
BS. Recent Advancesin Hearing Aids. L. GRANTHECTOR,

B8. Signal Detection in Hearing. C. W. SHERWIN,Control
SystemsLaboratory, Universityof Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.-A questionis raisedregardingthe operationof the two time
periencegainedin fitting a large numberof impaired persons constants in hearing. The short-time constant of about 15
with hearingaids is presented,showingillustrativerangesof milliseconds,due presumablyto the eochlearfilter system,is
impairment between 30 and 100 decibels fitted with three a "signal amplitude integrator." The Iong-tlme constant of
progressivelypowered hearing aids. General features of each about 0.5 second,due presumably to the central nervous
hearingaid are discussed,
showingthe circuitsand arrange- system,is a "signalpowerintegrator." Under someconditions
ments for peak clipping and automatic gain control. The not yet understood,
the short-timeconstantcan be directly
microphone,
air and bonereceiversare described,
considering observedby signalduration experimentswithout interference

HARRY A. PEARSON,NEAL J. DEAN, AND RICHARDW. CARLISLE, SohotoneCorporation, Elmsford, New Yor/•.--The ex-

featuresdeveloped
for providingoptimumreliabilityin service, from the long-timeconstant.Someexperiments
were persuchas moistureproofing
and designarrangementsproviding formedon the detectionof pure tonesin white noisein which
miniaturlzationconcomitantwith ruggedness.

both "signal detections" and "false alarms" were recorded.
It was found that the listener does not treat errors of the

B6. Noise Audiomerry. JUERGEN TONNDORFAND F. A.

BROGAU,USAF Schoolof Aviation Medicine,RandolphField,
Texas.--Audiometrictests (pure tonesand speech)were con-

"signal miss" type in the same manner as he treats errors of

the "falsealarm" type. For signaldetectabilitles
rangingfrom
30 to 90 percent a typical observer will have an almost im-

ducted on deafened ears in quiet .and at several levels of cali-

perceptablefalse alarm probability, usually much less than
brated white noise.The caseswere classedinto six groups 1 percent.This result will be discussed
in the light of the
baseduponresultsof their thresholdaudiograms."Recession" theoreticalbehaviorof the two integrationmechanisms
mendescribes the gradual approach toward normal levels with

tioned above.
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B9. In Search of the Missing 6 Db. W. A. MUN$ONAND

FP.XN½ISM. WIENER,Bell TelephoneLaboratories,Murray
Hill, New Jersey.--Theunexplaineddifferencein soundpressure in the ear canal which appearsto exist when equally
loud low frequencytonesare presentedalternately from an
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thresholdfor frequencies
from 3500 to 3700,with a null point
at 3600 cps. Finally, when the acousticstimulation consists
of alternate one-second
tonesand silence,the silent period is

filledwith a 3600-cps"after-clang."Theseresultssuggest
some
basicinstability of this ear at 3600 cps.There is, however,no

earphoneand from a loudspeakerhas bedeviled acousticians persistenttinnitus. The similarity of the observedeffects to
for many years and, unfortunately, still continuesto do so. the "personaltone" reportedby Flottorp• and to the "tinnitus
There are presentedhere the resultsof someof the measure- beats" of Wegel2 is discussed.
ments carried out at the Bell TelephoneLaboratorieswhich
• G, Flottorl•, Fra Fysikkens Verden 2, 49-65 (1950).
show the magnitudeof the effect and various attempts at
• R. L. Wegel. Arch, Otolaryng. 14. 158-165 (1931).
explaining it. While no satisfactory explanation has been
found, it is hopedthat publicationof theseresultswill stimuBI1. Ultrasonic
Attenuation
in Human
Skull Bone.*
late interest in the problem.
T. F. HUETER, H. T. BALLtNTXr•E,JR., aND D. KYaaZls,
AcousticsLaboratory,Massachusetts
Institute of Technology,
B10. A Case of Tonal Uniaural Diplaeusis.W. D. WARD,
Cambridge,Massachusetts.--Some
measurementshave been
Psycho-Aeoustic
Laboratory,Harvard University, Cambridge,
madeon attenuation in bonein orderto providebasicinformaMassachusetts.--Duringa current investigation of ears with
tion needed in certain medical applicationsof ultrasonlcs.

chronichigh frequencytonal gaps,it was found that some Valid data are difficult to obtain because of inherent varisort of uniauraldiplacusisis usuallyassociatedwith this type
ability in bonethickness
andstructure,andbecause
adequately
of hearing abnormality. Generally this uniaural diplacusls
freshbonesamplesare not easyto obtain.A special"bonegun"
takes the form of a "rough" or "noisy" sensationwithin
certain frequencyranges.In one subject, however,the distortion is definitely tonal in character; in particular, frequenciesfrom 2700to 3300 and from 3900 to 4500 cpsare heardas
two or more separate tones. Extensive tests show that when

an objectivefrequencyF (within the aboverangesand below
60 db SPL) is presented,one or more of the following tones is
heard in addition to F: 2F-3600, 2(3600)-F, 3F-2(3600),
3(3600)-2F. (These tones representthe differencetones heard

was used to obtain disks from cadaver skulls, and measurements were made on some 35 of these disks within a few hours

after death. Attenuation coefficients(in db/cm) were determined by measuringthe insertion lossof samplesof different
thickness.The attenuation increasesby more than 60 db/cm
over the rangefrom 0.26 to 3.5 megacycles,but the function is
not linear. A possiblemechanismfor the nonlinear behavior is
suggested.

in a normalear when F and an objectivetone of 3600 cpsare
presented simultaneously.) Also, rough beats are heard at

* This investigation was SUlat•ortedby a research grant from the National
Cancer Institute

of the National

Institutes

of Health,

Public Health Service.

Session C. Noise and Noise Control
Panel

Discussion--Unsolved

Noise Problems

C1. UnsolvedProblemsRelating to Hearing Lossin Industry. DR. GORDOND. HOOPLE.
C2. UnsolvedMilitary Noise Problems. DR. LEo BERANEK.
C3. UnsolvedNoise Problemsin the Aircraft Industry. DR. ROBERTO. FEAR.
C4. Unsolved Problems in Architectural

Acoustics. DR. RICHARD K. COOK.

C5. UnsolvedBasic Physical Research Problems in the Field of Noise. DR. HOWARDC. HARDY.

SessionD. PsychoAcousticsand SpeechCommunication
Contributed Papers
D1. A Method for Studying Speech Communication Sys100-8000cps) is varied in equal logarithmicsteps(and when
tems. E. L. R. CORLISS, National Bureau of Standards, the soundlevel is arbitrarily varied to reduceloudnesscues),
Washington,D. C.--Becauseof the statistical nature of speech the amount of information transferred is about 2.3 bits. (The

sounds,time-exposurephotographsof the displayon a Panoramic Analyzer can be usedas high speedacousticspectrogramsof impulsivesounds.For speechsystems,the analyzeris
modifiedto sweepat the syllablearticulationrate. The photographscanbe interpretedto showquantitativelya numberof
characteristics
of speechcommunicationsystems.So far, this
process
hasbeenappliedto the studyof the characteristics
of
speechrecordings
and in thecalibrationof speech
audiometers.

equivalentproficiencyof response
for an informationaltransfer
of 2.3 bits is perfect identificationamong only 5 tones.) The
amount of information that can be transferred is, within

rather wide limits, independentof the numberof tonesand the
rangeof frequenciesemployed.
D3. Pitch DiscriminationData from Two Psychophysical
Methods.* W. A. ROSENBLITHAND K. N. SXEVENS,Acoustics
Laboratory, MassachusettsInstitute of Technology,Cambridge,
Massachusetts.--Pitchdiscrimination data for pure toneshave

D2. The Information of Elementary Auditory Displays.
IRWIN POLLACK,Human ResourcesResearch Laboratories, been obtained for two trained subjectsat frequenciesof 250,

BollingAir ForceBase,Washington,
D. C.--Whereasthe ear's
sensitivityfor detectinga differencein frequencybetweentwo
tones is remarkably acute, the ability of listenersto identify
(and name) tones presentedin isolation is relatively poor.
When the frequencyof a singletone (in the frequencyrange

1000,and 4000 cps.Two psychophysical
procedures
wereused:
In one method (Munson and Gardner'st ABX procedure)the
subject votes whether the third in a series of three tones
sounds more like the first or the second of the series. In the

secondmethod (used extensively by Harris2) the subject is
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presentedwith a standardtone followedby a test tone,and he
judges whether the test tone is higher or lower than the
standard. The difference limens measured by the second
method are for both subjectssmaller (by a factor of two or

more) than those found by the ABX procedure.This fact
gains in significancesince one subject has small DLs while
the other has rather large ones. Judgmental data obtained

OF

placing the masking noise in time. This is accomplishedby
moving one head of a binaural tape reproducer. The results
are in agreement with those previously published on the
maskingof tonesby noise,and support the idea of a "critical"
band. They alsofurnish additional evidenceof the importance
for maskinglevel difference,of the interaural noisecorrelation.

from a limited choice situation can provide at best an upper
bound for so-called ultimate sensory capacity. Practically

speaking,the secondmethod not only yields smaller DLs,
but is alsoeasieron the subjects,whocan form the discrimination relatively quickly.
* This work was supported in part by U.S.
WI9

Air Force Contract

122ac-14.

• W. A. Munson and M. B. Gardner, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 22, 189 (1950).
tJ. B. Harris and S. g. Stuntz, Am. Psychologist 5. 269 (1950).

D4. The Perception of Vowel Formants.* I{. N. STEVENS,
Acoustics Laboratory, MassachusettsInstitute of Technology,
Cambridge,Massachusetts.--Syntheticvowel sounds, formed

by electricalexcitation of resonantcircuits by a regular series
of impulses,have been usedas stimuli in a group of psychophysical experiments. The experiments include •ncasurements
of just noticeabledifferences(JNDs) in formant frequency
and in band width for the synthetic soundswith one and two
resonances,and with resonanceband widths comparableto
those found in measured vowel spectra. Average JNDs in
formant frequency and band width at 1000 cps are 17 cps and
25 cps, respectively. The results are used to establish a frequency scalefor the representationof vowel formants. Equal
distances on this scale correspond to an equal number of
JNDs in formant frequency. The proposedscale is approximated more closelyby a linear frequencyscalethan by a reel
scale. The approximate number of JNDs between pairs of
vowels (arranged on a scale frotn front to back vowels) is
evaluated,and is in the range 15-20 on the average.In general,
the data indicate that frequencyanalysisof vowels using a
filter bandwidth as narrowas 45 cpsprovidesmoreinformation
than the perceptualprocesses
can resolve.
*This
WI9

research

was

supported

under

U.

S.

Air

Force

AMERICA

Contract

122a½-14.

D5. The Masking of Tones by White Noise as a Function
of the Interaural Time Displacement of the Noise. LLOYDA.

JEFFt•SS,
HUGrIC. BLODGETT,
ANDBRUCE
H. DEATHERAG

* Resulting from research done under Bureau of Ships Research and
Development Contract NOhsr-52267.

D6. A High lntelligibility Interphone System for Use in
Military Airtrait.* A. H. Kzrr•za, L. J. FLOPMAN,D. W.
MARTIN,• AND M. L. GRAIlAM,Special DevicesEngineering
Section,RCA Victor Division, Camden,New Jersey.--At the
end of World War lI the introduction of a wide variety of
extremely noisyaircraft flying very long missionsat high altitudes had placed demands on interphone communications
that the old system could not meet. Beginning in 1947 an
entirely new system was developed with the closeand active
cooperationof the Air Materiel Command (now Wright Air
Development Center). The criterion of performance is the
word articulation of the entire system. New microphones,
headsets,loudspeakers,amplifiers, control panels,and power
supplieswere developed.The resultingsystemhasa frequency
range of 200-6000 cps. It is very flexible, extremely comfortable, and provides high word articulation scores in 120-db
soundfieldsat altitudes up to 35,000 feet.
*This

paper

W=33-O38-ac-

reports

work

performed

under

Air

Force

Contract

18181.

• Now with the Baldwin Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

D7. A

New Automatic Screening Audiometer. A•M

GLORIGANDROBERTR. •,VILKE,Walter ReedArmy Hospital.
--A screeningaudiometerhasbeendeveloped,which functions
automatically. It has the followingsalient features: The subjects are required to make simple numericalchoicesas indicated by visual instructions. A single numerical choice for
each frequencyservesto evaluate the two ears separately.
The stimuli consistof interrupted tones of pre-set levels. The
operation of this instrument and the results of the field tests
are presented.
D8.

Performance

Characteristics

under

Water

of

Plane

Arrays
of Barium Titanate Transducers. LEON CAMe, Bendix
,
Aviation Corporation.--Plane arrays of barium titanate transducersare described.Their polar intensity patterns are shown

DefenseResearchLaboratory, The University of Texas, Austin,
Texas.*---In a recent paper, the present authors describedthe
effectsupon maskingof varying the interaural phasepositions with the results of calibration tests. The quantity of data
of a 500• tone and of the 500• maskingcomponentof a presented is offered as proof that these are unquestionably
white noise. The present paper extends this work by dis- excellent instruments.

Session

E. General

Acoustics

and Transducers

Contributed Papers
El. The AcousticsDesign of the Large Council Chambers, of the many booths for translators, radio, and presssurrounding these rooms was the subject of much study. The general
Permanent Headquarters of the United Nations, New York.
ROBERTB. NEWMAN,Bolt Beranek and Newman,* Cambridge, isolation of noise from surrounding ser•,ieeareas and outdoor
Massachusetts.--Thedesign of large parliamentary chambers sources,such as traffic on the East River and in the air, were
for conferencesconducted in many languages presents a also considered.Special attention was given to the coordinanumber of new acousticsdesign problems. Not only must the tion of the sound reinforcing system with the acoustic design
acoustic environment be "comfortable," but it must be pos- of the chambers. Preliminary articulation tests have been
conducted in these rooms and the results are presented.
sible to hear clearly a person speaking in any part of the
* The work reported here was performed collaboratlvely by Richard H.
delegatesarea, either directly or as simultaneouslytranslated
Rolt, Leo L. Bernrick, Robert B. Newman, Vern O. Knudsen, Samuel
into any of four or five languages.The design and isolation Labate, and William Lung.

FORTY-THIRD

E2. The Reflection from Irregular Surfaces. F. MANSFIELD YOUNG, Acousti6s Laboratory, MassachusettsInstitute
of Te&nology.--The problem of the reflection of acoustical
wavesfrom an infinite wall, having prescribedirregularities or

a prescribeddistribution of acoustical material upon it, is
formulated in terms of an integral equation. By taking the
Fourier transform of the equation it can be reduced to a
form easily handledby numerical techniques.Expressionsfor
scatteringand absorptioncrosssectionscan be obtained without actually solving the equation. Much information of a
qualitative nature can be obtained from inspection of the
equation. An "index of diffusion" is introduced which is a
measureof the effectiveness
of a given surfacein breakingup
the reflectedwave. The application of the above methodsto
simple scattering surfaces (e.g., strips and pillars) will be
discussed.
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mentfora directradiator
loudspeaker
mechanism
forhigh
fidelity soundreproducingsystems.One of the objectionsto
the cabinet for thesesystemsis the large sizerequiredto obtain adequatelow frequencyresponse.The effectivevolumeof
a smallcabinetmay be increasedby the useof an auxiliary
loudspeakermechanismwhichdrivesthe radiating loudspeaker
mechauism.This systemhas been termeda compounddirect
radiator loudspeaker.The useof the compounddirect radiator
loudspeaker
makesit possible
to obtainlowfrequencyresponse
comparableto that of the conventionalwide rangesystembut
in a cabinethavingonly a fractionof the volumeof the cabinet
in the conventional gystem.

E6. A Comer Loudspeaker-Enclosure
Combination.J. J.
BARUCH
ANDH. C. LANG,M.I.T., CambridgeMassachuset
,
ts.-A corner loudspeaker-enclosurecombination is described

whichembodiesa modificationof the acousticphaseinverter.
an array of perforations
to providethe
E3. The Transmissionof Sound throughThin Cylindrical The designincorporates
Pipe Walls.* R. H. BOLT,J. E. YOUNG,AND H. C. LANG, inductance.Controlof the Q is achievedby varying the size
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Consultantsin Acoustics,Cam- and shapeof the array. An electricalanaloghasbeenbuilt and
and
bridge, Massachusetts.--Measurementshave been made on testsindicategoodagreementbetweenthe analogresponse
response
of the loudspeaker.
The loudspeaker
to
the transmissionof sound through the walls (1/16 in. thick) the measured
of cylindricalsteel pipes (9- and 15-in. diameter). Two source be demonstratedhas a responseflat to within 4-4 db from
a volumeslightlylargerthan
arrangementswere used: (a) an approximately uniform dis- 45 cpsto 13,000cpsand occupies
tribution of small speakersalong the axis, and (b) a speaker one-half cubic foot.
in one end, radiating into the pipe, with a pc termination at
the opposite end. The results from the two methods are
E7. MechanicalSoundSourcesfor ObstaclePerceptionby
qualitatively similar but exhibit significant differences in Audition.Vtc TWERS•CV,
New York University.--Twosimple
magnitude. The transmission loss (TL) behavior of thindevicesof the type mentioned in the .title will be discussed.
Each consistsessentiallyof a cup-sizedparabaloldal plastic
walled cylinders can be related to two principal resonancesat
reflectorwith a vibrator in the focal plane. The first type,
f•(5400/d)
cps and f2"•l.65XlOa(t/d •) cps; d=diam, ft;
t=wall thickness, in. At ft the walls stretch in a radial, similarto onedevelopedby D. R. Griffin at Cornell,employsa
axially symmetricmodeof vibration. At f2 the walls bend in a dented flat steel spring and producesloud broad-bandhigh
mode of vibration that is symmetrical about a diameter. frequencyclickswhen triggered.The secondemploysa miniaAbovef• the TL approachesthat predictedby a "masslaw," ture reedwhistleand producesseveraldifferenthighfrequency
risingwith increasingfrequencyat about 6 db/octave. Below squeaks(dependingon how a rubber bulb built into the horn
f• the TL approaches
that predictedby a "stiffnesslaw," rising is manipulated).Preliminary testswith four subjectsindicate
the following: The first type producessufficientsound for
with decreasingfrequencyat about 6 db/octave. At ft and f•
the TL reachesminimumvaluesthat are controlledby internal distinct echoesto be returned from distant objectsoutdoors
resistance.Betweenft andf• the TL risesto a broad maximum. but is too loudfor indooruse;the secondtype is usefulindoors
These properties are illustrated by approximate agreement up to a far point of 5-20 feet (dependingon ambient noise),
between the experiment and a first-order theory. The results
are also comparedwith field measurementson pipes up to
10-ft diameter carrying high level broad-band noise.

giving rise to essentially the same sort of cues obtained with
the continuouswave electronic models employed previously.t
• V. Twersky, Am. J. Ps¾ch. LXIV. 409 (1951).

* This work is an extension of studies commenced by K. Uno Ing•.rd
and A. W.

E4.

Nolle.

Measurements

of the Tonal

Characteristics

of Carillon

Bells. FRANK H. SLAYMAKER AND WILLARD F. MEEKER,*

Stromberg-CarlsonCompany, Rochester, New York.--High
quality magnetic tape recordingswere made of individual bells
at the carillon location, including bells east by Meneely and
Company, Watervliet, New York; Van Aerschodt, Louvain,
Belgium; John Taylor and Company, Loughborough, England; Franz SchillingS6hne,Apolda, Germany. Measurements
made on the tapes with a sound analyzer, Stroboconn,
and an automatic level recorder gave the relative tuning, the
relative amplitudes at the microphoneposition,and the decay
rates of the variouscomponentsin the bell tone. The hum tone,
strike tone, minor third, perfectfifth, octaveof the strike tone,
octave plus a major third and octave plus a perfect fifth, as
well as other highercomponents,will be demonstratedaudibly
with the aid of a sound analyzer.
* Now with Radio Corporation of America, Camden, New Jersey.

ES. Compound Direct Radiator Loudspeaker. HARRY F.
OLSON,JOHN PRESTON,AND EVERETTG. MAY, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, New Jersey.--The closed cabinet, with or
without a port, has become the standard mounting arrange-

E8. Acoustic Instrumentation for High Intensities.* R. W.
LEONARDAND I. RU1)NIC•C,
PhysicsDepartment,Universityof
California, Los Angeles,California.--This paper will describe
a 100-kilowatt audiofrequencysiren and associatedmeasuring
equipment. Plane waves are produced in a 10-inch diameter
tube at pressure levels in excess of 180 db. The condenser
microphoneused in these measurementsoperatesat temperatures of the order of 170øF and in air stream velocities of the

order of 200 miles per hour.
* Part of this work was Derformed under ONR contract N8onr-70502
with Soundrive Engine Com13any, Los Angeles, California, under the
authors'

technical

direction.

E9. Duality in Mechanics. P. LE COm3EIL•-ER ANt)
YING-WA YEUNG, Harvard University, Cambridge,Massachusetts.--Given an electric network E• which has M meshes

and P node-pairs,its electricdual El will haveP meshesand
M node-pairsand its classicalmechanicalanalog M! will have
M+I nodes, M independent node-pairs and P independent
node cycles. A second mechanical system M•, the classical
analog of /Zi, will have M cycles and P node-pairs.If, for
example, M=2, P=3, the system E, and M•, analogs in the
Firestone or "mobility" method, will be governed by two
mesh equations, expressing that the algebraic sum of the
voltages or velocities around any loop is zero; the systems El
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and Ml, alsoFirestoneanalogs,will satisfytwo nodeequations,
expressingthat the algebraic sum of the currents or forces
leaving any node is zero. These four sets of equationsare
identical, interchangingsymbolssuitably. The consideration
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of the four systemsE,,
, E•, Mo, Mt, forminga completeset,
shows the advantages of the Firestone over the classical
systemof analogiesand suggestsa systematicuseof duality
in mechanicalas well as in electricalsystems.

Session F. Instrumentation

ContributedPapers
Fl. Analytical Comparisonof Square-Law and Correlation
Detectors.* ROBERTHILLS, JR., AND J•ES J. FARAS, JR.,
AcousticsResearchLaboratory,Harvard University,Cambridge,
Massachusetts.--Amathematical analysis has been made of
two methodsof usinga two-elementarray for the receptionof
random signals. In the first method, the signalsfrom the two
elementsare added and the resultant "sum" signal is measured
with a square-law rectifier and an averager; in the second, the

instantaneousproduct of the signalsis formed and averaged.
A point source of random noise in an isotropic noise background is postulated as providing the input signal to the
systems.With the exceptionof constant terms in the average

output of the square-lawdetector,the "directivlty patterns"
of the two systemsare the sameand are simplefunctionsof the
autocorrelationfunction of the signal. With any practical
(finite-time) averagingdevice, unwanted fluctuations(noise)
will appearalongwith the signalin the output of both systems.
For small input signal-to-noiseratios, it is found that the output dc-slgnal-to-ac-noise
ratio is never lessfor the cotrelator
than for the square-lawdetector, but can be as much as 3 db
greater for the correlator,provided the element spacingis
sufficiently wide.
* This research has been aided by funds made available under a contract
with

the ONR.

F2. Experimental Comparisonof Square-Law and Correlation Detectors.* JAMESJ. Fx•AN, JR., AND ROBERTHILLS,
JR., AcousticsResearchLaboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge,Massachusetts.--A
semicirculararray, 30 ft in diameter,
of 41 five-inch loudspeakershas been built in the Harvard
anechoicchamberto providea two-dimensionalisotropicnoise
background. A separate gas-tube noisegenerator powers each
speaker. Signals can be superposedon the noise applied to
any speaker. With this array it is possibleto study methodsof
detecting and locating signalsin such a background. Included
in the instrumentation is circuitry for the measurementof the
signal-to-fluctuation-noiseratio at the detector output. Preliminary experimentsusinga two-elementarray and a square-

in the circuitmentionedaboveare replacedby linearrectifiers,
as many have suggested,it is shownthat the resultingcircuit
is similar in action to a correlator.The output of this "linear
rectifiercorrelator"is a somewhatdistortedreplicaof the unnormalized cross-correlationfunction of the input signals,
but the output signal-to-noiseratio for small input signal-tonoiseratios is not appreciably lessthan that for a multiplieraverager. The linear rectifier correlator has the practical
advantageof beingcompletelyindependentof powersupplies,
if contactrectifiersare used,and requiresno balanceadjustments if care is used in its construction.
* This research has been aided by funds made available under a contract
with

the ONR.

F4. The Effect of Tube Noise on the Equivalent Noise
Pressure of Transducer Systems. FRANCISX. BYRNES,
Navy ElectronicsLaboratory,San Diego 52, California.--In
determiningthe equivalentnoisepressureof transducersystems,the tubenoisein the preamplifieris an importantfactor.
Although adequate information on tube noise exists for the
ultrasonicand higheraudiofrequencyrange,it was foundthat
there is very little quantitative data available on tube noise
in the lower audio and infrasonicregion. An experimental
program to obtain quantitative data on tube noise in this
frequencyregion down to 0.04 cps has been carried out. The
usual increase in the tube noise spectrum level as the fre-

quencywent into the loweraudiorange,resultingfrom flicker
effect, was observed. In addition, it was found that as the fre-

quencywasloweredinto the infrasonicregion,the slopeof the
noisespectrumbecamemuch steeper.Noise spectrumsfor a
number of modern tubes will be presented.

F5. Method for MeasuringNormal and TangentialForces
and Accelerations with Barium

Titanate

Ceramics.

W.

P.

MASON,Bell Telephone
Laboratories,
Murray Hill, New Jersey.
--Small piecesof barium titanate ceramic have been used in
measuringnormal and tangential forcesand accelerationsin

law or correlation

detector have been carried out. The meastelephoneequipment.When these are poled in a direction
ured patternsand signal-to-noise
ratiosare in goodagreement normal to the electrodestheseceramicsrespondto normal
with theory.
forces,while if they are poledparallelto the electrodesurfaces
* This research has been aided by funds made available under a contract

they respondto tangentialforcesalongthe directionof poling.

Normal forcerespondingceramicshave been usedto measure
forcesin relaysand accelerations
in othersystems.Tangential
F& A Simple Electronic Currelator.* JA•œs J. FAP•, JR., force respondingceramicshave been used to investigate
AcousticsResearchLaboratory,Harvard University,Cambridge, frictional forcesand slidein mechanicalsystemsand to measMassachusetts.--Attention
has been drawn in the literature to
ure tangential accelerationsin various mechanicalsystems.
the possibleutility of correlationtechniquesin the reception Theseunitsare about50 timesas sensitiveas quartz, the only
of acoustic signals. In applying such techniques, it is often otherpiezoelectric
materialwith sufficientmechanicalstrength
necessaryto find the average of the instantaneousproduct of to be usedin forcemeasurements.
Small ceramicspiecesworktwo electricalsignals;the black box which performsthis func- ing into vacuum tubes with very high input resistancescan
with the ONR.

tion, which is that of a generalized detector, may be called a
correlator. By use of the quarter-squares method of multiplication [AB=I(A +B) 2-- •(A--B)2],
correlators can be
constructed using common triodes as the square-law devices.

measure forces and accelerationsvarying in time from 0.1
secondto 1 microsecond.The voltage responsefor a given
forceand the stabilitywith reversedvoltagesand time depend
on the time and temperatureof baking and on the effect of
In practice, however, such multiplier-averagers depend introducedadditants. The responseof the normal force restrongly upon the vacuum tube characteristicswhich in turn sponding ceramic depends on the distribution of stress over
require, for stability, regulated plate and heater suppliesand the surface,whereasthe responseof the tangentialforce refrequent balanceadjustments.If the square-lawvacuum tubes spondingceramicis independentof the stressdistribution.

FORTY-THIRD

F6. A Compact, Versatile Filter-Type Sound Analyzer.
D. VON RECKLINGHAUSEN
AND H. H. Scott, Hermon Hosmer
Scott, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts.--The advent several

yearsagoof a pocket-sizeSoundLevel Meter meetingall ASA
standardscreated an immediate demand for a complementary
instrument to analyze sound. Such a unit is now available,

based upon the Dynamic Noise Suppressorcircuits. The
resultingunit is containedin a small leather case,similar in
appearanceand weightto a home-typemotionpicturecamera,
and is provided with a shoulderstrap which allows the instrument to be usedwhile the operator is walking about. This

greatly facilitatesanalytical noisesurveys,sinceno cumber-

someequipmentis involvedwhichhas to be placedupona
table or on the floor. The Analyzer meetsall proposedASA
standards and, in addition, has an adjustable band width

varying from one-halfoctave upward in stepsof one-half
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from Rudmoseet al.t; and the output pulsesof the integrator
activate an electronicscaler.Scalercountsare proportionalto
the energy and an absolute value of energy is obtained from a
calibration in countsper second.Flexibility is enhancedby the
fact that the number and the width of frequency bands measured may be determinedor changedat will. From an apparatus
point of view it is shownthat spectralanalysisof speechneed

not requirespecialcomponents,which must be purchasedfor
that purposealone,but rather mostly employsequipmentthat
is standard in most experimentallaboratories.Increasein the
time required for measurementis offset by a reduction in the
sizeand complexityof equipment.Preliminarymeasurements
in which both octave and equal-mel bands were used yield
resultsthat are in substantialagreementwith those of previous workers.
* This study was carried out under a contract between the Central Insti-

octave. One control switchesthe pass-bandbut the high and tute for the Deaf and the U. S, Air Force Air Material Command, Contract
AF 33(038)-18682.
the low frequencycutoffs may also be adjusted separately. No.• W.
H. Rudmose, "Effects of High Altitude On The Human Voice."
The frequencyrangeexceedsproposedASA requirementsby OSRD Report No. 3106, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
January 30, 1944.
oneoctaveat both low and high frequencylimits. In addition,
the instrument includesa calibrated attenuator giving, with
F8. Propagation Of Sound through Solids. A. LONDON,
the indicatingmeter, a rangeof 66 db. The indicatingmeter A. W. ORLACCHIO,R. L. BACH, AND D. EPSTEIN, National
meetsthe ASA ballistic requirements,and an output circuit is Bureau of Standards,Washington,D. C.--A method of measprovidedso that the instrumentmay be usedas a general- uring the dynamic propertiesof resilientmaterialsunderstatic
purposefilter. While designedparticularly for use with the loads is described.The method is useful over a large part of
Type 410-B pocket-sizeSoundLevel Meter, the Analyzermay the audiofrequencyrange.The experimentalset-upconsistsof
be used with practically any other Sound Level Meter or an electromagneticloudspeakerpot and a rigid voice coil

suitablesignalsource.The filtersmay alsobe cut out of the
circuit entirely so that the instrument may function as a
general-purpose
amplifieror audiofrequency
voltmeterwith a
calibrated attenuator. The range of the amplifier exceeds20
to 20,000 cycles.

which is supportedabove and below by two disks of the
samplematerial. The motion of the voice coll assemblyis
determined by an electrostatic variable capacity vibration
detector.The ratio of the input to output voltage is measured
in both magnitude and phase. The dynamic propertiesof

samples
canbedeterminedeitherby makingmeasurements
for
severalvaluesof the massof the moving systemor by the use
F?. A SimplifiedAudiospectrometer.*R. W. BENSONAND
of a resonancetechnique.Resultsobtainedon severalsamples
I. J. HIRSH,CentralInstitutefor theDeaf,St. Louis,Missouri.-- of rubberand a mechanicalspringusingboth typesof determiA relativelysmallarrayof equipmentisdescribed
that permits nation are presented.Apparatus similar to that described
the measurement
of the powerspectrumof irregularor dis- above is used to measurethe transmissibilityof severalcomcontinuoussounds,includingspeech.A sampleof speech,or mercialshockamountsover a frequencyrangefrom 8 to 4500
any othersound,is recordedon a loopof magnetictape that cps.The resultsare presented
graphicallyand are compared
can be playedback over and over again.Repetitionsof the with resultsobtainedby anothergroupworkingon the same

sampleare independent
of the variability of the talker. The
output of the tape playbackis fed througha systemof cascaded, variable electronicfilters; the output of the filters is
fed to a square-lawintegratorcircuit, which hasbeenadapted

problem.Theoreticalproblems
concerning
low and highpass
filtration of plane, compressional
elastic wavesare discussed
for a systemconsistingof a vibrating driving masscoupled
to a compoundtransmission
line terminatingin a rigid base.

Session G. Ultrasonics and Underwater

Sound

Contributed Papers
G1. Measurement of the UltrasonicAbsorptionCoefficient

Measurementsof the absorptioncoefficienthave been carried

byaModifiedRadiationPressureMethod.*F. L. M cN•-M•,RA,t out in a number of uni-univalent electrolytic solutions.
* Research supported by the ONR.
Massachusetts
Institute of Technology,Cambridge,Massat Formerly at Brown University.
chusetts,AND R. T. BEYER,Brown University,Providence, t A. Barone and M. Nuovo, Ricerca $ei. 21, S16 (19.51).
RhodeIsland.--A techniquereportedby Baroneand Nuovox
G2. The Ultrasonic Absorption in Acetate Solutions.*
hasbeenadaptedto the measurement
of ultrasonicabsorption
in liquids.The output of an rf transmitter is 100 percent R. E. BARRETT,M. W. DILL, AND R. T. BEYER,Brown UniRhodeIsland, AND F. L. McNAMAP
At.
modulated at an audiofrequencyand applied to a crystal. versity,Providence,
MassachusettsInstitute of Technology, Cambridge, MassaThis resultsin a periodicvariation of the radiation pressurein

the acoustic beam. A condenser microphone has been constructed, employinga front face consistingof a thin sheet of

plastic,coatedwith silverpaint. The microphonerespondsto
the audiofrequency
variation radiation pressure,and its output is preamplified
and thendetectedon a harmonicanalyzer.
The apparatushasbeentestedin water in the frequencyrange
9 to 30 mc, and the measuredvaluesof the absorptioncoefficient agree with the acceptedvalues within a few percent.

chusetts.--The measurements of the ultrasonic absorption

coefficientin aqueoussolutionsof sodiumacetate, reported
previously,t have beenextended.The resultsindicatea value
of the absorptioncoefficientbelow that for pure water at
frequencies
above20 inc. Measurements
havealsobeenmade
of the soundvelocity and kinematicviscosityof the solution,
and the classical absorption coefficientcomputed. These
values for the solutionare slightly higher than the correspond-

ing valuesfor water. It appearsthat the presence
of the solute
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in some way disrupts the structural relaxation which is
hypothesized to account for excess absorption in water.
Similar measurements are being made in potassium acetate

G6. Ultrasonically Induced Cavitation in Water. G. W.
WILLARD, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, Ne•v
Jersey.--Using a 2.5-megacyclespherical focusing radiator,

solutions.

cavitation is producedin water at a locationremotefrom any
liquid-solidinterface.The cavitating regionis localizedin the
high intensity core of the focal region, about one millimeter

* Research supported by the ONR.
t Formerly at Brown University.
• R. E. Rarrett and R. T. Beyer0 Phys. Rev. 84. 10•0 (1951).

G3. Self-Excited Hydrodynamic Oscillators.* JoHN BouYOUCOS,Acoustics ResearchLaboratory, Harvard University,
Cambridge,Massachusetts.--Self-excited
soundsourcesfor use

diamet&rby 10 millimeters long. A feather-like cavitation burst

is sporadicallyproducedwithin the focal region. High speed
camera studies show that

the total

duration

of the burst is

lessthan 3 milliseconds,and that the cavltation at any one
in fluids are discussedWith principal attention given to the point of the burst is completedin a matter of microseconds.
Pohlmannwhistle. Although certain applicationsof this source The cavitating region propagatesalong the feather shaped
have been reported in the literature, little has been available burst from the quill end (nearest the radiator) to the tip end,
concerningits properties. The Pohlmann source employs a at a velocity of 5 to 10 meters per second.It is believed that
fluid jet impinging upon the end of a rectangular steel blade
simply supported at points on the nodal lines of its fundamental mode of vibration. It is assumed that the system of
vortices characteristic of edge-tone production arise at the
blade edge and exert upon it a periodic transverseforce. When
the periodof this forceis equal to the periodof blade resonance
(or is one of its odd subharmonics)the blade is set into strong
vibration. The sourcestrength, radiation properties,frequency
range, and applicationsare described.
* This research has been aided by funds made available under a contract
with

the ONR.

G4. An Experimental Study of Single Bubble Cavitation
Noise. MA•K HARRISON,David Taylor Model Basin, De-

partmentof lhe Navy, IVashinœton
7, D. C.--An experimental
study of single bubble cavitation noisehas been made. Single
bubbleswere producedeither by a venturi nozzleor by a spark
techuique. The motion of the bubbles was studied photographically and simultaneouslythe noisemeasured.The noise
consistsprincipally of a shock wave associatedwith the col-

lapseof the bubble.There are other sourcesof noisebut they
are of minor importance. The pressure versustime records
permit the spectrum to be easily computed by Fourier transforms. Rayleigh I treated the motion of an empty spherical
bubble in an incompressiblefluid. He showed that when the
bubble collapses the radial velocity becomes infinite and an
infinite pressureis developed. Incompressibility is clearly an
untenableassumption.Also, the thermodynamicsof the bubble
contents must be considered.It was observedexperimentally

this velocity correspondsto that of the radiation pressure
inducedstreamingvelocity of the liquid along the axis, of the
focal spot, and that a discrete, traveling, oscillating cavity
initiates the surroundingcavitation. These sporadicallyproduced cavitation bursts appear without other effects in degassedwater. On the other hand, in aerated water identical
appearing bursts produce noncollapsingair bubbles which

blowoff downstream(becauseof liquid streaming)providing
there is no standingwave pattern present. In the presenceof
standingwaves many of the bubblesare trapped in the standing wave pattern until they grow too large (by accumulation
of other bubbles)when they again blow down stream. Slides
showingthe nature of these phenomenawill be exhibited.

G?. Sound Scattering by Fluid Cylinders.* IRA DYER,
AcousticsLaboratory,J[assachusetts
Institute of Technology,
Cambridge,Massachusetts.--The
scatteringof plane waves of
sound from an infinitely long circular cylinder has been investigatedboth theoreticallyand experimentally.Wave motion in the cylindercannotbe neglectedbecausethe properties
of the fluid in the cylinderare comparableto the properties
of the externalfluid. A rigorousseriessolutionfor the scattered
radiationhasbeenobtained,taking into accountthe possibility
of compressibility, density, and attenuation differencesbetween the two fluids. At high frequenciesthe series solution
is difficult to apply becauseof the many terms that must be
included. Consequently, approximate closed-form solutions

havebeendevelopedwhichare usefulfor highfrequencies
and

which agree essentiallywith the rigorousseriessolutionin the
that the air content of the bubbles is the dominant factor in
limit of low frequencies.The approximate solutions follow
determining the magnitude of the pressureshockwave. ¾Vhen from an integral equation formulation which has application
the air content becomes small compressibility becomes the in other coordinatesystemsand which is similar to the results
dominant factor in determining the magnitude of the pressure of some recent work of Moatroll and Hart. t Measurements
shockwave. The venturi bubblesand the spark bubblesbehave have been performedon cylinderscontaining mixtures of
differently as might be expectedsincethe thermodynamicsof tertiary butyl alcohol and water immersed in water for wavetheir contents are different.
• Rayleigh, Phil. Mug. 34, 94-98 (1917).

lengthsapproximately• the diameter.The approximatetheory
predicts the angular positions of the minima of the scattered

radiation within experimentalerror and the magnitudeof the
G5. Gaseous Cavitation in Liquids.* M. D. ROSgNnERG,
AcousticsResearchLaboratory,Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massackusetts.--A focused standing-wave system of sound
waves with a frequency of 60 kc/sec has been used to produce
cavltation in gas-saturated liquids. The system consists of
magneto-strictivetransducerswith appropriate paraboloidal
and plane reflectors.A thin-walled flask holds the liquids to
be studied at the focal point of the paraboloid. The liquid
under study is saturated just before measurement with predried air by means of mechanical agitation consistingof 1264
one-inch strokes per minute. A calibrated magnetostrictive
probe, i inch in diameter is placed at the focal point of the
system. The pressureat which cavitation bubbles (gas-filled)
occur at the surface of the probe is plotted as a function of
viscosity and pulse length. A new theory of sonically induced
diffusion appears to offer an explanation for the experimental

data.

* This research has been aided by funds made available under a contract
with

the ONR.

maxima of the scattered radiation within a few decibels.
* Portionsof thi• work were submitted in a thesisto the Department of
Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, August, 19.51, in partial

fulfillment of the requirements for the Master of Science degree.

x •-11iottW. Moatroll and Robert •V. Hart, J. Appl. Phys. 22, 1278 (1951).

GS. Wave Propagationin Liquid-FilledCylinders.*R. D.
FAY, AcousticsLaboratory,)l[assachusetts
Institute of Tecknology.--Difficultiesencounteredin obtainingreliable measurements in a water-filled impedance tube over a reasonable

range of frequencieshave led to an investigation of the
propagation of waves in a column of fluid bounded by a
cylindrical shell of arbitrary thickness.The investigationhas
dealt chieflywith the phasevelocity of free travelingwavesin
the shell, since the connection between such waves and the
major measurement difficulties has been well established. The
relation between these free waves and the dimension of the

cylindricalshellwill be presentedgraphicallyfor typical cases.
* This work was supportedby the Navy Department under the Bureau

of Ships Contract NObsr$2060.
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G9. Some Design Considerationsfor High Frequency when modified for reflections from the back surface and the
AnechoicTanks. M. S. WEI•'SXEIN, Naval OrdnanceLabora-

phasedifficulties previously describedby the author.s

tory,WhiteOak,Maryland.--By an extension
of the techniques
of Lindsayt the reflection from a semi-infiniteattenuating
mediumis derivedfor the caseof obliqueanglesof incidence.

• R. B. Lindsalt. J. A½oust. Soc. Am. 11. 178 (1939).
2 M. S. Weinstein. J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 24. 118 (1952).

The resultsare applied to the designof a water tank each wall

O10. An Experimental Study of Sound Reflection from

of which is assumedto be coveredby a sheetof absorbing a River Bottom. R. J. URIC•r, Naval ResearchLaboratory,
material. The optimum physical propertiesof the absorber Washington25, D. C.--Using short pulses of sound in the
requiredto make the tank anechoicin the megscycleregion frequencyrange 7.5 to 75 kilocycles,the reflectioncoefficient
are then determined theoretically. Experimental measure- of a natural bottom has been determined over a wide range of
mentsat 3.35 megacycles/sec
indicate that the propertiesof angle of incidence.The structure of the bottom was such that
tan rho-c rubber are very close to optimum. With a l-inchthe results are interpretable in terms of the absorption coeffithick sheet backed by aluminum the reflection coefficient is cient of a thin overlying layer of mud. These values are beabout --30 db at normal incidence and rises to --20 db at an
lieved to representamong the first information extant on the
incident angle of 60% Beyond 60ø the rubber is of little value absorptionof soundin this frequencyrange in an undisturbed
in reducingthe reflectivity.The resultsobtainedare in good sediment in situ. The reflection and absorptioncharacteristics
agreementwith thoseexpectedfrom the theoreticaltreatment are comparedwith existingapplicabletheory.

SessionH. Acousticsin the Radio and Television Industry
Invited Papers
HI. Outline of Typical Sound Broadcasting•nd TV BroadcastingSystem. GEORGENIXON, NB C.

H2. Soundand ConstructionProblem. MICHAELKODARAS,
Johns-ManvilleCorporation.
H3. Microphone Teclmique--TV. H. M. GURIN, NB C.
H4. Audio Design in TV Studio Systems. EMIL T. VINCENT, A B C.
HS. CBS TV Studio Intercommunication Facilities. ROBERTMONROe, CBS.

H6. SoundProblemsEncounteredin Field TV Broadcasting.To• HOWARO,

Session I. Waves

and Vibrations

Contributed Papers
I1. InharmonicRy of Plain Wire Plano Strings. ROBERTW.
YOUNG, U.S. Navy ElectronicsLaboratory, San Diego 52,
California.--The inharmonicity of plain wire strings in situ
has been measuredin six pianosof various stylesand makes.
By inharmonicity is meant the departure in frequency from
the harmonic modesof vibration expected of an ideal flexible
string. !t is shown from the theory of stiff strings that the
basic inharmonicity in cents (hundredths of a semitone) is
given by 3.4XlOtanad:/vo•l
•, where n is the mode number, d
is the diameter of the wire in cm, l is the vibrating length in
cm, and v0is the fundamental frequency. A value of Q/o=25.5

X10 iø (cm/sec)• was assumedfor the steel wire, where Q is
Young's modulus and o is the density. The observationsare
entirely compatible with the relationship given. In general
terms, the inharmonicity of the plain steel strings is roughly
the same in all the pianos tested, being about 1.2 cents for the
secondmode of vibration of the middle C string. Above this

point, everyeight semitonesit is doubled.BelowmiddleC the
inharmonicity is consistentlyless in large pianos than in
small ones.

12.Axially SymmetricalVibrationsof a Finite IsotropicDisk.
R. R. AGGARWAL,National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada.

--Using an approximate method similar to that of Love,: some
normal modes of a thick disk have been calculated.

The bound-

ary conditionshave been exactly satisfiedon the flat surfaces
and approximatelysatisfiedon the curved surface.It is tound
that two fundamental frequenciesoccur for each vibration
pattern on the surface.The validity of the boundary conditionsis testedby calculatingthe residualstresseson the curved

surfaceand comparingthesewith the compressional
stressat
the centerof the disk. Both compressional
and shearvibrations
will be discussed.
• A. E. H. Love, Mathematical Tlwor2 of Elasticity (1944), pp. 287-292.

13. Sound Scatteringby Thin Elastic Shells.* MIGUEL C.
JUNGER, AcousticsResearchLaboratory, Harvard Lintversify,
Cambridge•l•assackusetts.
,
--Thetheory of scatteringof plane
waves of sound is extended

to scatterers in the form of thin

elastic shells of cylindrical and spherical shape. As for all
elastic scatterers, the scattering action is the resultant of
(1) "rigid body scattering,"i.e., the scatteringwhich would

be presentif the scattererwere rigid and immovable;(2)
"radiation scattering," which representsthe sound radiation
from the shellundergoingforcedvibrationsunder the influence

of the incidentwave pressure
and whichis determinedby the
dynamic characteristicsof the submergedshell. Coattartly to

solidscattererswhosedynamiccharacteristics
are little different in vacuoand in the fluid medium, the characteristicsof
shellsare profoundlyalteredby fluid reaction.When the shell
is excitednear resonance,the scatteringpattern resembles
the
dynamic responseof the shell in that it is highly frequency
sensitive.
* This research has been aided b•t funds made available under a contract
with

the ONR.

14. Precise Measurement of the Velocity of Sound.*
P. W. SMITH, JR., AcousticsResearchLaboratory, Harvard
University, Cambridge,Massachusetts.--Precisemeasurements
of the velocity of sound in a gas at low frequencieshave been
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made by a method of detectingthe variationsin the drivingpoint impedancecausedby changesin the distancefrom the
transducerdiaphragm to a reflecting piston. The electrical

acousticshocksin movingfluidsare propagatedaccordingto a
generalized eikonal equation,
where co is the referencesoundvelocity, V the vector velocity
terminals of the transducer are connected into the feedback
of the moving fluid, and t• the refractiveindex. Suchan exprescircuit of a bridge-stabilizedoscillatorso that the frequencyof sion has also been usedby Milne • to obtain approximatesoluoscillationis determinedby the positionof the piston. Meas- tions for wave propagationin the atmospheresubjectto the
urementsof the positionof the pistonare made at pointsfor effectof wind. This equationmay be obtainedasa very simple
which the frequencyis identical. When careful consideration extension of the ordinary eikonal equation. Solutions are
has been given to all the possiblesourcesof error and proper exhibited for some simple cases involving point sourcesor
correctionshave been applied, the accuracy of the results is plane waves. Solutionsobtained by Milne on the basis of
comparablewith that of the bestmeasurements
madeby other a generalizedSnells'law are shownto be incorrectexceptin the
means.Measurementsmade in air at 1000cpsyield a velocity, caseof a plane wave incident from a homgeneoushalf-space.
correctedto standard conditions,of 331.464-0.05 m/sec. The
* Supported by ONR contract.
analysis of one sourceof error has been generalizedto apply
• G. S. Heller. Paper No. I9. to be presented at meeting of Acoustical
to other systemswhoseoperation dependsupon the reaction Society of America. May. 1952.
• E. A. Milne. Phil. Mug. 42.96 (1921).
of the acousticalfield upon the transducer. It is shown that
recurrent

extrema

measured

in the electrical

circuit

which

result from changesin the positionof the reflectingpistonwill
not in general have a period precisely equal to the halfwavelength of sound.
* This research has been aided by funds made available under a contract
with

the ONR.

I5. Constructionof Apparatusfor Measuring the Velocity
of Soundin Gas M/xtures. JAMESWOODBUa-•,Ri•e Inst•ute,
Houston,Texas.--The presentpaper dealswith the construction of apparatusfor measuringthe velocity of soundin gas
mixtures at maximum pressuresof 400 psi and 750øF. Experlmental results have been obtained on mixtures of CO: and Na

at a constant mixture pressureand from a temperature range
from room temperature to 525øF. The frequencyof all measurementshas been at 575 kc. A general descriptionof the
presentapparatus will be presentedand also somehigh pressure gas ultrasonicapparatus in which work is being done at
the present on the above gas mixtures. The high pressure
apparatuswill withstand a maximum pressureof 7000 psi and
a maximum temperature of 1000øF.
16. Absorption of Sound in Argon, Nitrogen, and Oxygen
at Low pressures.*J. G. PARKERr a•rO R. M. STAVSEXa,
Department of Physics, Brmon University, Providence,Rhode
Is/and.--The amplitude absorption coefficient a for pulsed
sphericalsoundwavesin argon, nitrogen,and oxygenhas been
measuredover a 1-10 mm Hg range of pressurep and a 60-70
kc range of frequencyf for temperaturesvarying from 20ø to
21.5øC, by meansof apparatus describedpreviously•. For the
three gases used, the following experimental values for
pa/J•X107 were obtained: 1.864-0.05 (argon), 1.634-0.05
(nitrogen), 1.954-0.05 (oxygen) as comparedwith the respective classical theoretical values of 1.87, 1.31, and 1.61. Thus
the absorptionin argonis classical,while for nitrogenand oxygen there are fractional excesses
of 0.244-0.04 and 0.214-0.03,
respectively. If these excessesare attributed to rotational
relaxation

and the associated relaxation

time • is calculated

I8. The Attenuation of Repeated Shock Waves.* ISADORg
RurmtCZ a•o ROaERXW. L•ONnRD, Department of Physics,
University of California, Los Angeles, California.--The sound
waves generated by the siren describedin an earlier paper on
this program by the same authors develop shock fronts in a
short distance of travel and their shape finally approximates

the characteristicsawtooth form. The spatial attenuation
rates of such waves have been measured as a function

of the

sirenfrequencyin the range30-100 cps.A typical datum shows
that a 100-cpswave with a pressureratio acrossthe shockof 1.5
is reduced by a factor of 2 in a travel distance of 55 feet. A
first-order theory using the Rankine Hugoniot shock conditions is developedfor a sawtoothwave. This givesattenuation
rates which are higher than those observedexperimentally.
For the datum given the ratio of theoretical to observed
attenuation rate is 1.5. This discrepancywill be discussed.
* Part of this work was performed under ONR contract Nfonr-70502
with Soundrive Engine Company, Los Angeles. California, under the
authors'

technical

direction.

19. On the Propagation of Acoustic Discontinuities in a
Moving InhomogeneousFluid.* G. S. HELLER, Brown University,Providence,RhodeIs/and.--Consider a moving surface,
on which the time derivatives of velocity and pressureare
discontinuousbut on which the velocity and pressurethemselvesare continuous.Such discontinuitiesmay correspondto
dissipated shock waves or "weak shocks." Then under the
assumptionthat each moving fluid element undergoesadiabatic changes,it can be shown that the surface is given by
the solution of a generalizedeikonal equation, which in the
caseof a fluid at rest becomesthe ordinary eikonal equation
of ray acoustics.This treatment does not require the usual
assumption of infinitesimal amplitudes ordinarily used in
acoustics.Conservationlaws correspondingto those in ray
theory are alsoderived under the aboveassumptions.
Supported by an ONR contract.

for each gas in accordancewith the thermal relaxation theory
of Herzfeld and Rice? one obtains the values 4.85 X 10-•o and

4.95X10 -m second, respectively, for nitrogen and oxygen.
Both of thesevalues are significantly smaller than those which
have been calculated in a similar manner by previous workerss
on the basisof data obtained at higher frequencies.We therefore have evidence that the aforementioned theory is unable to
describerotational relaxation processesadequately.
* Work supported in part by ONR.
•' Now at the Institute for Cooperative Research, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland.
t Parker. Adams, and Stayseth, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 23, 628A (1951).
• Herzfeld and Rice, Phys. Rev. 31. 691 (1928).
sW. J. Thaler. J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 24. 1.5 (1952).

I7. Solutions of the Generalized Eikonal Equation for
Mov/ng Fluids.* E. T. KO•NaAUS'ER, Brown University,
Protddence,Rhod• Is/and.--Heller I has pointed out that weak

IlO. Sotrod Propagation in Granular Media.* R. W.
MoRsE, Brown University, Providence, Rhode ls/and.--The
soundvelocity and attenuation in a granular medium suchas
air- or water-saturated sand are discussedtheoretically and
conclusionsare compared with experiments. A simplified
theory based on the grossproperties of the porous medium is
shown to predict a square-rootfrequency dependentattenuation coefficientand a nondispersivevelocity dependent only
on the porosityof the sand and the soundvelocity in the fluid

(providedthe frequencyis high enough).Calculatedvaluesfor
the attenuation coefficient agree fairly well with reported
measurements

in air-sand mixtures. • Predicted

sound velocities

are consistentwith geophysicaldata. Comparisonsare also
made with resultsof theoriesbasedon viscous-wavescattering
by the particles.The scatteringtheory of Epstein• and others,
though not intended to be applied to sucha close-packedme-
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diumas sand,is shownto yieldan expression
for the attenua-

directionalsource,propagatedthrougha mediumin whichthe
indexof refractionvariesrandomlywith position,subjectto
the grosstheory.
the conditionthat the variationsare small comparedwith
unity. It is foundthat his theoreticalresultsdo not give the
* Supported by ONR.
I Nyborg, Rudnick,and Schilling.J. Acoust.Soc.Am. 22, 422 (1950).
correctrange dependencefor the intensity fluctuations.In an
2p.S. Epstein, Theo.•on Karman Annit•rsary Volume.p. 162.
effort to removethis discrepancy,the equationshave been
I11. IntensityFluctuations
of RadiationPropagated/n a extendedto includethedirectionalityof the sourceandabsorpRandomlyøInhomogeneous
Medium.*DAVmMINxzau,Phys- tion in the medium. Comparisonwill be made with experi-

tioncoefficient
whichis very nearlythe sameasthat givenby

mental results? ,a

icsDepartment,
BrownUniversity,
Providence,
RhodeIsla.d.--

By considering
an approximate
solutionto the equations
of
ray propagation,
P. G. Bergmann
• hasderivedan expression
for the fluctuationof the intensityof radiationfrom a non-

* Assisted by an ONR contract.
2 P. G. Bergmann, Ph•ts. Rev. 70. 486 (1946).
• M. J. Sheehy, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 22.24 (1950).
SL. Liehermann, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 23. 563 (1951).

SessionJ. Piezo-Electfic Transducersand Ultrasonics
Contributed Papers
Jl. Theoretical Sensitivity of a Transversely Loaded,
Circular Bimorph Transducer. EDWAROG. THURSrON,
BattelleMemorialInstitute,Columbus,
Oh/o.--With the advent
of bariumtitanateasa piezoelectric
material,the construction
of transducers
whoseactiveelementscanbe in a widevariety
of shapesbecamepossible.The theoreticalsensitivityof an
interesting structure consistingof a transversely loaded,
centrally supported,circular, barium titanate bimorph is
calculatedusingthe resultsof elasticitytheory.Someexperimental verification is presented.

fringes,and easesthe problemof collimationand photography
Two 18ta X-cut and two X-cut quartz crystals, one of each
at 0.5 mc and 1 inc, were investigatedby this method and
by a capacitance bridge. The 18«ø crystals behaved more
uniformly,but all displayedseveralmodescorresponding
to a
particular localizedvibration pattern in a small area; the sum
of theseareasapproachesthe surfacearea of the crystal. The
phenomenonis tentatively attributed to crystalline inhomogeneity.Attempts to enhancethe effectby reducingthe acoustic loadingthroughreductionof air pressuregaveinconclusive
results.

J2. The Analysis of Magnetostrictive and Piezoelectric

Transducersby the Mode ImpedanceMethod.* FRANKJ.

* Work aided by the ONR.

• Now at Narragansett Marine Laboratory, University of Rhode Island.
tJ. D. Nixon and A. O. Williams, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 22, 676A (1950);

ROSA•O,AcousticsResearchLaboratory,Harvard University, 23. 629A (1951).
CambridgeMassachuse
,
tts.--The
basisof this method,which
is particularlyapplicableto continuoussystems,is as follows:
J4. ElectromechanicalResponseand Dielectric Loss of
the dynamic configurationof the vibrating element is ex- Prepoiarized Barium Titanate Germnits under Maintained
pressedin termsof the generalizedcoordinates
of the system ElectricBias, HAns G. BnERw•n Ann Don A. ]]ERLIN½OURT,
and the appropriate mode functions.Next, the kinetic and The BrushDevelopment
Company,Cleveland,Ohio.--The effect
potentialenergiesof the systemare expressedin termsof the of a maintainedaiding direct current bias field on the pergeneralizedcoordinates.Application of the nonhomogeneous formance of prepolarized barium titanate ceramics has been
Lagrangeequationsthen leadsto the dynamicalequationsof investigated with respect to both loss factor and electromotion, one in each of the generalized coordinates.For con-

tinuoussystems,the numberof dynamicalequationsis necessarily infinite. In this theory, the magnetostrictive(or piezoelectric)inducedstresses
areconsidered
as part of the generalized forces;the remaininggeneralizedforcestake into account
the reactionof the fluid mediumon the vibrating surfaceand
other forcesacting on the system.The magnetostrictive
(or
piezoelectric)
equationwhichrelatesthe total magneticinduction (or total electric polarization) to the external magnetic
(or electric)field and the inducedstrain, is then employedto
obtain the electromechanicalequations of the transducer.
Theseequationsmay then be represented
by electromechanical
networks, consistingof two input electric terminals and an
infinite set of output mechanical terminals. The final results
may be obtained to any degreeof approximationdesired.
* This research has been aided by funds made available under a contract
with the ONR.

J-•. SurfaceVibration Patterns of UltrasonicRadiators. HL*
Joan D. Ntxon,• RlCaAP.
n A. Raon•s II, Ano A. O.
WIL/•IAMS,Jm, Physics Department,Brmon University,Providence,Rhode Is/and.--Prevlous experimental workt has been
modifiedby placingan optically flat partially silveredquartz
crystal between two optically fiat plates of glass, partially
silveredadjacentto the crystal (interveningair space1 ram).
The optical fringes, formed thus, indicate the behavior of
both sidesof the vibrating crystal. This modificationprevents
the study of acousticradiation into liquids, but gives sharp

mechanical responseover the temperature range from 25ø to
120øC as a function of bias field strength. In addition the
effect on the temperaturevariation of the reversibledielectric

constantwasstudied.The dielectriclossesunderhighac fields
are considerablyreducedby the application of bias, and the
magnitude of this effect shows a pronouncedtemperature
dependence.
Aiding biasalsoprovesbeneficialby substantially
increasingthe electromechanical
coupling,and it raisesthe
Curie point by up to about 4øC. Dielectric lossfactors were
determined semiquantitativelyby bridge measurementsat
moderate ac fields and by means of hysteresisloop areas at
higher fields.Both the electrostrictivecoefficientua• relating
transversalstrain to the square of the total charge density
and the linear piezoelectriccoefficientga• relating the increment of strain to the increment of charge density in pre-

polarizedceramicshave beenmeasureddirectly.From these
results,approximatevalues of retainedpolarizationreferring
to various physical conditions have been determined; they
range to about 11 microcoulombsper squarecentimeter.
J5. Some Vibration Patterns of Thick Barium Titanate

Disks. E. A. G. SH•,W, Division of Physics, National ResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Canada.--The forms of some resonant
vibrations of thick polarized barium titanate disks have been
examined by an optical method using multiple beam Fizeau
fringeswith stroboscopicillumination. The techniquepermits
accurate determination of the distribution of displacement
amplitude over the surface of the disk. Only modeshaving
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axial symmetryappear to be stronglyexcited,and more than mountingof a sourcesuchas a piezoelectriccrystal (1) flush
one strong resonanceis observedin a frequencyrange which with a plane surface,(2) behindan orifice,or (3) projecting
shouldincludethe principaldilatationalthicknessmode.Each into a chamber. Reflector and source in interferometers are
mode in this region has characteristicsgenerally associated usuallymountedin a cylindricalor box-likechamberof greater
lateral dimensions than source and reflector.

with both axial and radial resonances.

J6. Ultrasonic propagation in Dry COsFree Air.* C.
ENERt AND J. C. HUBBARD,Catholic University of America,
Washington,D. C.--The ultrasonicpropertiesof dry, COtfree
air have been measuredat 32øC andliP values ranging from
2 to 125 Mc/atmos. Dispersionof the velocity has been found
beginningat 30 Mc/atmos, accompaniedby a large increase
in absorptionsuchthat measurements
couldnot be madeabove
130 Mc/atraos with the equipment used.Changesin velocity,
absorption,and specificheat are interpreted as owing to the

slowingof energyexchangebetweentranslationaland rotational states. The relaxation time derived from the dispersion
measurementshas beenfound to be 2.29 X 10-9 sec,correspond-

ing to a midpoint of the dispersioncurve at 116 Mc/atmos.
* Supported by the ONR.
• From the University of Istanbul, Turkey. At the Catholic University
of America. November,

1949-February,

1951.

It is well known

that diffraction takes place under theseconditions.Not much
attention has been paid to the reflection of diffracted sound
from side walls back into the main beam. Under such condi-

tions measurementsof intensity by probes or otherwise are
subject to complicated variations with distance from the
source and half-wave determinations by any method, especially near the source, show variations from the constancy
which

can otherwise

be obtained.

Errors

due to these causes

may largely be avoided if the measurementscan be carried
out in a tubular chamber of material having as large a value
of oc as may be obtained, the full crosssection of which is

coveredat one end by the source.In the case of the interferometer the reflector should also completely fill the crosssection of the tube. Reflector and sourceshould be plane and
parallel and accurately perpendicularto the axis of the tube.
Diffraction will then be practically absent, reflection is largely
confinedto the surfacesof sourceand reflector. Shadowgraph
and schlierenpictures and numerical data will be presented

J7. Diffractionand Reflectionas Sourcesof Error in Ultrasonic Measurements.*J. C. Huua•am, Catholic University in supportof thesestatements.These precautionshave been
of America,Washington,D. C.--Current practisein ultrasonic taken from the first by the writer and his students.
* SUl•Dorted by the ONR.
intensitymeasurements
and interferometryin gasesfavorsthe
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